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Abstract
Given a source of two coherent state superpositions with small separation in a travelling wave
optical setting, we show that by interference and balanced homodyne measurement it is
possible to conditionally prepare a symmetrically placed superposition of coherent states
around the origin of the phase space. The separation of coherent states in the superposition
will be amplified during the process.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 03.67.Lx

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version.)

1. Introduction

The preparation of superpositions of coherent states is
a nontrivial task in travelling wave optics [1]. There
has been much progress in recent years: quantum states
approximating small separation superpositions have been
reported in experiments. These states have important
applications for quantum communication and information
processing. Coherent state superpositions (CSSs) placed
symmetrically with respect to the origin (e.g. on the negative
and positive part of the real axis) of the phase space (CSSs)
are of particular interest.

One way to prepare CSSs is to apply photon subtraction
from a squeezed vacuum state [2]. This method works well
for approximating small separation CSSs as demonstrated in
experiments [3]. Extending this technique, squeezed CSSs
were generated with higher separation [4]. In another proposal
for conditional preparation, squeezed single-photon states are
allowed to interfere on a beam splitter and states in one arm
are conditionally selected by photon detection [5].

Nonlinearity due to the cross-Kerr effect has been
proposed in an alternative scheme to produce superpositions
of coherent states in a scheme by Gerry [6] where a
one-photon auxiliary state is utilized. The weakness of the
Kerr effect allows for only a small separation of the states in

phase space. Moreover, these superpositions are not placed
symmetrically with respect to the origin, but have a large
coherent amplitude. Separation of the constituent states can
be increased at the cost of increasing the intensity of the input
coherent beam [7]. One possibility of preparing CSSs in such
a scheme is to displace the states [7] by a high-transmission
beam splitter and a second coherent beam. Experimentally, the
intensities needed for the displacement do not appear realistic.
Recently, a double cross-Kerr scheme has been proposed [8]
where the auxiliary one-photon state is in a superposition of
two orthogonal polarizations. The weak self-Kerr effect was
utilized in a conditional scheme with homodyne measurement
in another proposal for CSS preparation [9]. We note that the
feasibility of schemes applying Kerr nonlinearity is discussed
in the literature, since a multimode, continuous-time model
with causal, non-instantaneous response function establishes
limits on single-photon operations [10].

In this paper, we show that two independently prepared
but identical superpositions of coherent states, displaced from
the vacuum with a large amplitude, as prepared, e.g. by
Gerry’s scheme, can be used to prepare a CSS with increased
separation. We apply the interference of the two states and a
conditional balanced homodyne measurement on one of the
outputs.
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Figure 1. The proposed scheme: two identical superpositions of
coherent states are allowed to interfere on a balanced beam splitter;
then the X quadrature is measured on one of them and the 0 result
selects the prepared state.

2. The scheme

Let us assume that a source of CSSs of the following form are
available:

|80〉 =N8(|α〉 + |αe−iϕ
〉), (1)

where the separation of the superposition is characterized
by d0 = |α − αe−iϕ

| = 2α0 sin ϕ/2 ≈ α0ϕ for small ϕ, with
the notation α0 = |α|. The normalization constant is denoted
by N8, and throughout the paper similar notation will be
applied. Our aim is to shift the superposition onto the real axis,
symmetrically arranged around the origin, and at the same
time to increase the separation of the two constituent coherent
states. Let us consider two identically prepared initial states
falling on a symmetric beam splitter, as shown in figure 1.
The beam splitter transformation is defined by its action on
coherent states

|α〉1 |β〉2 →

∣∣∣∣ 1
√

2
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〉
3

∣∣∣∣ 1
√

2
(α − β)

〉
4

. (2)

For simplicity, we can fix the phase of the initial CSS arg α =

π/2 + ϕ/2, without losing generality. The transformed
outgoing two-mode state then reads

|9〉34 =N9

[
(|
√

2iα0eiϕ/2
〉3 + |

√
2iα0 e−iϕ/2

〉3)|0〉4

+
1

√
2

∣∣∣√2iα0 cos
ϕ

2

〉
3
|cat〉4

]
. (3)

The following Schrödinger cat state is the desired
superposition on the real axis of the phase space:

|cat〉4 =Ncat

(∣∣∣√2α0 sin
ϕ

2

〉
4

+
∣∣∣−√

2α0 sin
ϕ

2

〉
4

)
. (4)

The above state is a CSS with an increased separation
d =

√
2α0ϕ ≈

√
2d0. The next step of the preparation is

the selection of the cat state in mode 4 by an appropriate
measurement in mode 3. We show that balanced homodyne
measurement of the X quadrature (the real axis of the phase
space) can provide a perfect selection, depending on the
parameters of the initial states.

3. Selection by balanced homodyne measurement

Ideal, balanced homodyne detection measures the quadrature
X , the phase of which is set by the auxiliary strong, classical

0

Figure 2. Ratio of the coefficients |c1/c2| in the prepared state (5)
as a function of the initial state parameters α0 and ϕ. Dark color
indicates values close to zero.

laser beam. Let us consider the measurement of the real
quadrature with the measurement result X = 0. Since we
have already fixed the phase of the initial state to be
arg α = π/2 + ϕ/2, the phase of the measured quadrature
can be fixed as well. The projection corresponding to the
measurement |X = 0〉〈X = 0|dX in mode 3 will select the
second term from superposition (3) with high probability
according to the symmetrical Gauss distribution around the
origin. On the other hand, the contribution of the first term
can be minimal, in fact zero.

The state in mode 4 after the measurement will be in the
following state:

|9〉4 =N (c1 |0〉4 + c2 |cat〉4). (5)

The coefficients of the superposition are determined by the
overlaps

c1 = 〈X = 0| α′
〉 + 〈X = 0| α′e−iϕ

〉dX, (6)

c2 = 〈X = 0| α′(e−iϕ + 1)/2〉dX, (7)

and the norm is N = (|c1|
2 + |c2|

2 + c∗

1c2〈0|cat〉 +
c1c∗

2〈cat |0〉)−1 . We can explicitly calculate the coefficients
and look for the cases when c1 is zero or can be neglected
with respect to c2. Since the second coefficient is a constant,
c2 = π−1/4, the functional form of c1 will determine their
ratio:

|c1|

|c2|
=

∣∣exp
[(

−1 + e−iϕ
)
α2

0

]
+ exp

[(
−1 + eiϕ

)
α2

0

]∣∣ . (8)

For small values of ϕ, which are of interest to us, one can
expand the exponent in the exponential. In first order, this
yields the following simple cosine function:

|c1|

|c2|
≈ 2

∣∣cos
(
α2

0ϕ
)∣∣ . (9)

For a given separation angle ϕ in the original superposition,
there will be a minimal optimum coherent amplitude α0 for
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which c1 will become exactly zero as shown in figure 2. In
first-order approximation the first optimum reads:

αmin
0 ≈

√
π

2ϕ
. (10)

For realistic values of ϕ . 10−5, this leads to rather small
separations d ≈

√
πϕ. The next order in the expansion

will not change the zeros of the function, but introduces
an exponential decay of the oscillation. The second-order
approximation reads:

|c1|

|c2|
≈ e−(1/2)α2

0ϕ2
2

∣∣cos
(
α2

0ϕ
)∣∣ = e−(d2/4)2 |cos (α0d)| . (11)

The last expression shows that for desirably large separations
(d & 4) the ratio will be close to zero; thus the first term in (5)
can be safely neglected. Therefore, in the presented scheme,
the CSS state can be prepared with high fidelity. The desired
separation of the constituent coherent states can be achieved
by adjustment of the coherent amplitude of the initial states,
for a given ϕ.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have proposed applying balanced homodyne
measurement to conditionally prepare travelling wave CSS
states from a source of general CSSs. The method utilizes
destructive interference on a beam splitter to displace the
superposition around the origin of the phase space, while
the separation of the constituent coherent states is increased.
The method could be used as a second step in any scheme
where small separation CSSs are prepared with high coherent
amplitude, as in [6].

The ideally sharp homodyne measurement of the
quadrature assumed in this paper would formally lead to zero

probability of the preparation. Our calculations show [11]
that taking into account a finite detection window, feasible
probabilities can be achieved while keeping the fidelity of
the preparation high. The noise properties of our scheme are
determined essentially by the initial states. The advantage
compared to other methods can be exploited when the initial
states are prepared in a robust process [11].
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